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The Songs of Distant Earth Apr 11 2021 Earth
refugees threaten a peaceful space settlement in
this influential novel from the Golden Age
science fiction author of 2001: A Space Odyssey.
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More than two thousand years in the future, a
small human colony thrives on the ocean
paradise of Thalassa—sent there centuries ago
to continue the human race before Earth’s
destruction. Thalassa’s resources are vast—and
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the human colony has lived a bucolic life there.
But their existence is threatened when the
spaceship Magellan arrives on their
world—carrying one million refugees from
Earth, fleeing the dying planet. Reputed to be
Arthur C. Clarke’s favorite novel, The Songs of
Distant Earth addresses several fascinating
scientific questions unresolved in their
time—including the question of why so few
neutrinos from the sun have been measured on
Earth. In addition, Clarke presents an inventive
depiction of the use of vacuum energy to power
spacecraft—and the technical logistics of space
travel near the speed of light. “Clarke’s simple,
musical style never falters in this sobering yet
far from bleak commentary on humanity’s
longing for the stars. Highly recommended.”
—Library Journal
Beyond the Fall of Night Aug 23 2019 Gregory
Benford expands Arthur C. Clarke's novella,
Against the Fall of Night, into a novel-length
adventure set billions of years in the future
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about human destiny among the stars.
The Last Theorem Mar 10 2021 The final work
from the brightest star in science fiction’s
galaxy. Arthur C Clarke, who predicted the
advent of communication satellites and author of
2001: A Space Odyssey completes a lifetime
career in science fiction with a masterwork.
Arthur C. Clarke's Chronicles of the Strange and
Mysterious Jun 01 2020
Channel's Destiny Feb 09 2021 The world of the
Simes and Gens is teetering on the brink. Zeth
Farris reaches adulthood just when things start
to fall apart. When he finally understands the
audacity of the social engineering experiment
that his parents have set in motion, Zeth must
build bridges with potential allies to hold the
center together. But war comes anyway, and
Zeth and his alliance must prevail. The price of
failure?--the destruction of his family, his
culture, even his world! Sime Gen, Book Five.
The Art of Michael Whelan Aug 03 2020 Awardwinning artist Whelan has illustrated the work of
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almost every major author in speculative fiction.
Here are featured all the artist's major recent
paintings, as well as a series of 25 never-beforeseen works produced especially for this book.
Over 100 full-color reproductions.
Nova War Jul 02 2020 In Stealing Light, Dakota
discovered the Shoal’s dark and dangerous
secret, now she works towards stopping not only
the spread of this knowledge, but also the onset
of the Nova war. Found adrift near a Bandati
colony world far away from Consortium space,
Dakota and Corso find themselves prisoners of
the Bandati. It becomes rapidly clear to them,
that the humanity’s limited knowledge of the
rest of the galaxy – filtered through the Shoal –
is direly inaccurate. The Shoal have been
fighting a frontier war with a rival species, the
Emissaries, with their own FTL technology for
over fifteen thousand years. Realising that the
Shoal may be the Galaxy’s one chance at
sustained peace, Dakota is forced to work with
Trader to prevent the spread of deadly
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knowledge carried on board the Magi ships. But
it seems that the Nova War is inevitable…
Rendezvous With Rama Jan 28 2020 The multiaward-winning SF masterpiece from one of the
greatest SF writers of all time Rama is a vast
alien spacecraft that enters the Solar System. A
perfect cylinder some fifty kilometres long,
spinning rapidly, racing through space, Rama is
a technological marvel, a mysterious and deeply
enigmatic alien artefact. It is Mankind's first
visitor from the stars and must be investigated
... Winner of the HUGO AWARD for best novel,
1974 Winner of the NEBULA AWARD for best
novel, 1973 Winner of the JOHN W. CAMPBELL
AWARD for best novel, 1974 Winner of the BSFA
AWARD for best novel, 1973
The Eliminator Dec 27 2019
The Odyssey File Dec 07 2020
2061 Dec 19 2021 Science fiction-roman.
Rama II Apr 23 2022 In the sequel to
"Rendezvous with Rama," a second Raman
spacecraft is discovered approaching Earth in
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2196, an event of potentially devastating
consequences for humankind
3001 Jul 14 2021
Time's Eye May 24 2022 A stunning new
companion series to 2001 A SPACE ODYSSEY
from the world's most important SF writer and
his acknowledged heir 1885, the North West
Frontier. Rudyard Kipling is witness to a bizarre
encounter between the British army and what
appears to be an impossibly advanced piece of
Russian technology. And then to a terrifying
intervention by a helicopter from 2037. Before
the full impact of this extraordinary event has
even begun to sink in, Kipling, his friends and
the helicopter crew stumble across Alexander
the Great's army. Mankind's time odyssey has
begun. It is a journey that will see Alexander
avoid his premature death and carve out an
Empire that expands from Carthage to China,
beating the time-slipped army of Ghenghis Khan
in a battle outside the ruins of Babylon in the
process. And it will present mankind with two
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devastating truths. Aliens are amongst us and
have been manipulating our past and our future.
And that future extends only as far as 2037, for
that is the date Earth will be destroyed. This is
SF that spans countless centuries and carries
cutting edge ideas on time travel and alien
intervention. It shows two of the genre's masters
at their groundbreaking best.
The Space Trilogy Sep 16 2021 The omnibus
edition of three classic and inspirational Clarke
tales ISLANDS IN THE SKY, first published in
1954, sees Roy Malcolm winning a trip to the
Inner Station, a space station rotating 500 miles
from Earth. THE SANDS OF MARS, set in the
21st century, has a group of pioneers struggling
to change the face of this inhospitable planet. In
EARTHLIGHT, two centuries hence, man has
colonised the planets and the inhabitants of the
Moon owe no allegiance to any nation on Earth or to Earth itself ... This omnibus edition of three
of Arthur C. Clarke's early novels shows the
author of 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY exploring
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space and time in adventurous and thoughtful
ways.
The Cruel Stars Oct 25 2019 They thought the
Sturm were dead. They were wrong. Centuries
after their defeat, the enemy has returned with
an overwhelming attack on the fringes of human
space. On the brink of annihilation, humankind's
only hope is a few brave souls who survived the
initial onslaught: Commander Lucinda Hardy,
thrust into uncertain command of the Royal
Armadalen Navy's only surviving warship;
Booker3, a soldier of Earth, sentenced to die for
treason, whose time on Death Row is cut short
by the invasion; Alessia, a young royal of the
Montanblanc Corporation, forced to flee when
her home planet is overrun and her entire family
executed; Sephina L'trel, the leader of an outlaw
band who must call on all of their criminal skills
to resist the invasion. And, finally, retired
Admiral Frazer McLennan, the infamous hero of
the first war with the Sturm hundreds of years
ago, who hopes to rout his old foes once and for
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all – or die trying. These five flawed, reluctant
heroes must band together to prevail against a
relentless enemy and near-impossible odds. For
if they fail, the future itself is doomed.
Visionary May 12 2021
Childhood's End Nov 18 2021 Overlords from
outer space dominate the world, eliminating its
evils before they destroy it
Firstborn Jun 25 2022 Two of the biggest
names in SF together again, with the third of the
acclaimed Time's Odyssey sequence With this
epic tale of altered histories and different earths,
a universe where Alexander's empire prompted a
different past, a world where strange alien 'eyes'
gaze upon a fractured reality, a time when man
is looking to colonise the red planet, Arthur C.
Clarke and Stephen Baxter scale new heights of
ambition and sheer story telling brio. This is
classic SF adventure from two of the biggest
names in the genre. A heady combination of high
concept SF, big engineering projects and human
drama.
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2001: a space odyssey+ Jan 20 2022
3001 Sep 28 2022 The mysteries of the
monoliths are revealed in this inspired
conclusion to the Hugo Award–winning Space
Odyssey series—“there are marvels aplenty”
(The New York Times). On an ill-fated mission to
Jupiter in 2001, the mutinous supercomputer
HAL sent crewmembers David Bowman and
Frank Poole into the frozen void of space.
Bowman’s strange transformation into a Star
Child is traced through the novels 2010 and
2061. But now, a thousand years after his death,
Frank Poole is brought back to life—and thrust
into a world far more technically advanced than
the one he left behind. Poole discovers a world
of human minds interfacing directly with
computers, genetically engineered dinosaur
servants, and massive space elevators built
around the equator. He also discovers an
impending threat to humanity lurking within the
enigmatic monoliths. To fight it, Poole must join
forces with Bowman and HAL, now fused into
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one corporeal consciousness—and the only being
with the power to thwart the monoliths’
mysterious creators. “3001 is not just a pageturner, plugged in to the great icons of HAL and
the monoliths, but a book of wisdom too, pithy
and provocative.” —New Scientist
The Collected Stories of Arthur C. Clarke Feb 21
2022 Introduces readers to the author's shorter
works, spanning his entire writing career,
including "The Nine Billion Names of God,"
"Nemesis," "The Sentinel," and "The Songs of
Distant Earth."
2001, a Space Odyssey Oct 05 2020 2001: A
SPACE ODYSSEY tackles the enduring theme of
man's place in the universe. On the moon an
enigma is uncovered. So great are the
implications that, for the first time, men are sent
out deep into the solar system. But, before they
can reach their destination, things begin to go
wrong, horribly wrong.
Sunstorm Jul 26 2022 “Clarke and Baxter have
mastered the art of saving the world in
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blockbuster style.”—Entertainment Weekly
Returned to the Earth of 2037 by the mysterious
and powerful Firstborn, Bisesa Dutt is haunted
by memories of her five years spent on the
strange alternate Earth called Mir, a jigsawpuzzle world made up of lands and people cut
out of different eras of Earth’s history. Why did
the Firstborn create Mir? Why was Bisesa taken
there and then brought back just a day after her
disappearance? Bisesa’s questions are answered
when scientists discover an unnatural anomaly
in the sun’s core—evidence of alien intervention
more than two thousand years ago. Now plans
set in motion by inscrutable observers lightyears away are coming to fruition in a sunstorm
designed to eradicate all life on Earth in a
bombardment of radiation. As the apocalypse
looms, religious and political differences on
Earth threaten to undermine every
countereffort. And all the while, the Firstborn
are watching. . . . Praise for Sunstorm “An
absolute must for science fiction fans.”—All
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Things Considered, NPR “Enthralling . . . highly
satisfying.”—The New York Times Book Review
“Will keep readers turning pages.”—Publishers
Weekly
Children Learn Business Sep 23 2019 The most
successful professionals starting learning
business concepts at a very early age. Having
these childhood experiences proved most
valuable as adults. They grew up and entered
the workforce leagues ahead of their peers in
social skills, communication, and business
acumen. Children are quick to learn from others
and adapt to their environment, more so than
any other age. Knowing this, we must ask
ourselves an important question. If the best time
to learn is during childhood, why there is a
significant lack of business education tailored
for children? Millions of children's books are
available for sale, however they are written on
tales of a fantasy world where animals can
speak, everyone is free from responsibility, and
there is no conflict. As expected, these books
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add no value to a child's development and may
even paint an unrealistic viewpoint of the world.
How the World Was One Feb 27 2020 Arthur
C. Clarke has been one of the most influential
commentators on - and prophets of - the
communications technology which has created
the global village. Now, drawing partly on his
own sometimes very personal writings, he
provides an absorbing history and survey of
modern communications. The story begins with
the titanic struggles to lay transatlantic
telegraph cables in the nineteenth century.
Fighting against widespread scepticism, lack of
funds, technical disasters and setbacks - and
against the Atlantic itself, above and below the
surface - the pioneers achieved the seemingly
impossible and by 1858 Britain and America
were linked by Telegraph. Nearly a century
later, as the first transatlantic telephone cable
was being laid, the technology that would rival
and perhaps even supersede it was undergoing
its painful birth as scientists developed the
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communications satellite precisely as Clarke
first described in his famous 1945 article
Wireless World, 'Extra-terrestrial Relays',
reprinted in this book. The rivalry between cable
and satellite continued through the decades.
Communication satellites (Comsats) performed
even beyond the most optimistic expectations,
but cable fought back with the development of
the transistor. Then, in one of the most dramatic
and unexpected breakthroughs in any
technology, the potential of cable systems was
transformed. The development of fibre optics
technology meant that once more the seabeds of
the world began to be draped with the newest
and most sophisticated artefacts of human
engineering. It is an enthralling story, filled with
extraordinary events and people, and Arthur C.
Clarke brings all his storytelling flair and
scientific expertise to bear on it. The result is a
superb combination of history, comment and
challenging speculation.
Forrest Gump Nov 25 2019 DISCOVER THE
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BESTSELLING NOVEL THAT INSPIRED THE
CLASSIC OSCAR-WINNING FILM It's Forrest
Gump as you've never seen him before, but just
as lovable as ever. At 6'6", 240 pounds, Forrest
Gump is a difficult man to ignore, so follow
Forrest from the football dynasties of Bear
Bryant to the Vietnam War, from encounters
with Presidents Johnson and Nixon to powwows
with Chairman Mao. Go with Forrest to Harvard
University, to a Hollywood movie set, on a
professional wrestling tour, and into space on
the oddest NASA mission ever. The wonderfully
warm, savagely barbed, and hilariously funny
novel that inspired the 1994 Oscar-winning film
starring Tom Hanks. 'Rollicking, bawdy' People
'Superbly controlled satire' Washington Post
'Joyously madcap' Publishers Weekly *** What
readers are saying: 'Loved the book just as much
as I loved the film' 'A brilliant read' 'Very well
written and thoroughly enjoyable from start to
finish'
Space Odyssey Aug 27 2022 The definitive story
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of the making of 2001: A Space Odyssey,
acclaimed today as one of the greatest films ever
made, and of director Stanley Kubrick and writer
Arthur C. Clarke—“a tremendous explication of a
tremendous film….Breathtaking” (The
Washington Post). Fifty years ago a strikingly
original film had its premiere. Still acclaimed as
one of the most remarkable and important
motion pictures ever made, 2001: A Space
Odyssey depicted the first contacts between
humanity and extraterrestrial intelligence. The
movie was the product of a singular
collaboration between Stanley Kubrick and
science fiction visionary Arthur C. Clarke. Fresh
off the success of his cold war satire Dr.
Strangelove, Kubrick wanted to make the first
truly first-rate science fiction film. Drawing from
Clarke’s ideas and with one of the author’s short
stories as the initial inspiration, their bold vision
benefited from pioneering special effects that
still look extraordinary today, even in an age of
computer-generated images. In Space Odyssey,
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author, artist, and award-winning filmmaker
Michael Benson “delivers expert inside stuff”
(San Francisco Chronicle) from his extensive
research of Kubrick’s and Clarke’s archives. He
has had the cooperation of Kubrick’s widow,
Christiane, and interviewed most of the key
people still alive who worked on the film.
Drawing also from other previously unpublished
interviews, Space Odyssey provides a 360degree view of the film from its genesis to its
legacy, including many previously untold stories.
And it features dozens of photos from the
making of the film, most never previously
published. “At last! The dense, intense, detailed,
and authoritative saga of the making of the
greatest motion picture I’ve ever seen…Michael
Benson has done the Cosmos a great service”
(Academy Award-winning actor Tom Hanks).
The Light of Other Days Sep 04 2020 In the most
exciting SF collaboration ever, Arthur C. Clarke
and his acknowledged heir Stephen Baxter pool
talent and unprecedented cosmic insights as
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well as page-turning plotting skills and
breathlessly good writing to produce the most
awesome novel of the future since 2001: A Space
Odyssey.
It's All in the Mind Jun 20 2019 The body of a
dancer is found in a flat a stone's throw away
from the house where Mitchell Brooks lives, but
it might just as well be a million miles away.
Traumatised by events he experienced as a news
cameraman Mitch is trapped in his house where
every day becomes the same. He spends his days
living through the lives of others, his sister, his
doctor, and the friends who call to see him, until
one day a stranger rings his bell. Afterwards, it
seems he can't avoid being sucked in to the
events surrounding the murder until he makes a
disturbing discovery.
2010 Oct 29 2022 Haywood Floyd, director of
the original Discovery mission, sets out to
discover what happened to HAL 9000 and comes
face to face with something claiming to be Dave
Bowman
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The Lost Worlds of 2001 Mar 30 2020
House of Zeor Aug 15 2021 The first published
novel in this bestselling series asks the question:
"What if the basic human nature suddenly
changed?" Hugh Valleroy of the Gen Police
undertakes a covert mission into Sime Territory
to rescue the woman he loves from the Sime
kidnappers who would use her to destroy his
government. His protector and guide?--a Sime
who carefully and deliberately plans to kill him!
The New York Times Book Review says of the
Sime Gen Series that "It calls to mind the Frank
Herbert of 'Dune' and the Walter M. Miller, Jr. of
'A Canticle for Leibowitz'."
The Sentinel Oct 17 2021 The best collection
ever of Arthur C. Clarke's short fiction, including
the stories on which 2001: A Space Odyssey and
Childhood's End were based. The Sentinel is a
magnificent retrospective showcase of Arthur C.
Clarke's finest shorter fiction. Spanning four
decades of writing, this book includes many
gems of a genius at the height of his powers. The
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title piece is the story that inspired 2001.
'Guardian Angel' is a rarely anthologised work
that gave birth to Childhood's End, and 'The
Songs of Distant Earth' is the original version of
Clarke's own favourite novel. Along with other
vaulting tales of imagination are fascinating
introductions telling the history of each story
from conception to completion. From one of the
greatest science-fiction writers of all time. The
Sentinel is one of those all-too-few collections
that must be read, re-read, then treasured.
Where are the Jelly Beans? Apr 30 2020 Three
sisters love jelly beans and discover a fun
surprise in this cute children's book from Nancy
Streza.
Rama Revealed Jan 08 2021 On its mysterious
voyage through interstellar space, a massive
alien starship carries its human passengers to
the end of a generations-long odyssey. But the
great experiment designed by the Ramans has
failed, and Rama III has become a battleground.
Fleeing a tyrant, a band of humans ventures into
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the nether regions of the ship, where they
encounter an emerald-doomed lair ruled by the
fabulously advanced octospiders. As the
octospiders lure the humans deeper into their
domain, the humans must decide whether the
creatures are their allies of enemies. All the
while, Rama III continues its in-explorable
journey towards the node, where the climax of
their voyage awaits the stunning revelation of
the true identity of the beings behind this
glittering trek across the cosmos.
2001: a Space Odyssey Mar 22 2022 The classic
science fiction novel that captures and expands
on the vision of Stanley Kubrick’s immortal
film—and changed the way we look at the stars
and ourselves. From the savannas of Africa at
the dawn of mankind to the rings of Saturn as
man ventures to the outer rim of our solar
system, 2001: A Space Odyssey is a journey
unlike any other. This allegory about humanity’s
exploration of the universe—and the universe’s
reaction to humanity—is a hallmark achievement
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in storytelling that follows the crew of the
spacecraft Discovery as they embark on a
mission to Saturn. Their vessel is controlled by
HAL 9000, an artificially intelligent
supercomputer capable of the highest level of
cognitive functioning that rivals—and perhaps
threatens—the human mind. Grappling with
space exploration, the perils of technology, and
the limits of human power, 2001: A Space
Odyssey continues to be an enduring classic of
cinematic scope.
Arthur C. Clarke Jun 13 2021 Portrays the life
and career of Arthur C. Clarke, including
interviews with friends and colleagues and
highlighting his contributions to science fiction
The Journey to Find Me Jul 22 2019 The Journey
to Find Me is designed to show teenagers and
young men and women how to tap into the
greatness inside of them. The author uses his
own experiences to pour knowledge into the
readers so that they can find their purpose
earlier and use it to reach their goals and
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dreams.
Report on Planet Three Nov 06 2020 In addition
to being one of Science Fiction's greatest
writers, Sir Arthur C. Clarke was also one of our
foremost thinkers and visionaries, producing a
number of highly readable and important non-
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fiction works. Report of Planet Three is a
collection of 23 essays on the future of Man and
his technology, including essays on space,
satellite communications, the internet, alien
contact, UFO debunking and relativity.
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